Ballinamuck Walks
Walk 1 : Kiltycreevagh Ramble 2.5 kilometres : 50 minutes

K

iltycreevagh Ramble: start at
the 1798 Inn. From the front
of the pub, follow the road to the
right passing a small graveyard
on your right. Turn left uphill on
a narrow tarmac lane. After the
summit of
the hill,
keep left on the lane and enjoy the view
to Clooncose lake, pictured here. Reach a
T junction and turn left again to return to
the 1798 Inn. On the way, you will pass
the spot where General Blake and Gunner
Magee were executed.
eneral George Blake was the commander of the United Irishmen forces
at the Battle of Ballinamuck on September
8th, 1798. The politics of Ireland in the late
1700’s were somewhat different from modern
Ireland. The United Irishmen who rose in
rebellion against English governance included
Catholic, Protestant and Dissenter. General
Blake, son of a Protestant landlord had been
an officer in the British army but was dismissed
after a duel. Following the defeat of his forces,
he along with Gunner Magee were hung from
the shafts of a cart at this spot.
unner Magee enrolled himself in Irish history when his gun
crew took over a French cannon inflicting much damage on
the English forces. The well known Magee Barracks in Dublin
is named after him.
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Walk 3 : Edenmore Bog Walk 3 kilometres : 60 minutes

E

denmore Bog Walk: drive from the ‘98
Hall, back up to the main road at Gaigue
crossroads. Turn left along the main Arvagh
road and take the first tarmac road to the
right. Follow this narrow road to a T junction,
keep left and park after a short distance, taking care not to block entrances. Edenmore
Bog is accessed on foot via a rough bog road
to the left. After a short distance meet a T
junction of tracks. For a 3 kilometre walk,
turn right here and follow the bog road to
reach a tarmac road, turn right again to return to your car. For a
longer circuit of c. 4 kilometres, keep left at first junction but note
that the track can be wet underfoot in places!
ogs are common features of the relatively poorly drained
midlands of Ireland. Water makes up to 95% of the bog &
under these waterlogged conditions, dead plants do not decompose as normal but accumulate as peat. The depth of peat can
range from 1 to 5 metres. The main plant species is bog moss or
Sphagnum. This sponge like moss, pictured above has a brown
stem tinged with green tips and absorbs water like a wick. The
bog has hollows and hummocks which are wetter and dryer
respectively and these support a variety of plant species: Purple
Moor Grass, Bog Cotton, Bog Asphodel, Bog Myrtle, Bog Rush
and various Heathers. The bogs of Ireland have been cut for fuel
over many centuries - local people will own, buy or rent a bank
of turf to cut their fuel for the winter.
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Walk 2 : Shanmullagh Hill 8 kilometres : 120 minutes

S

hanmullagh Hill: start at the carpark
beside the ‘98 Hall pictured here. Exit
the carpark and keep left up the hill. Climb
steeply and you’ll soon come to a monument for General Humbert & The Croppy
Graves. Continue on along the narrow
road, around some sharp bends. Follow
this quiet road and reach a main road at a
T junction. Turn left along the main road
and follow it with care for about 300 metres
or 5-6 mins. Turn left down a bog road
which leads into Shanmullagh Bog. This
dirt road gradually becomes a grassy track then a rough path
before improving again to a bog road - reach some houses and
your route now lies down a tarred road. Turn left and left again
to return to the carpark.
ean Joseph Humbert was a Général
de Brigade in the French Army and the
leader of the French forces that landed at
Killala Bay in Mayo, August 1798. The
French came to assist the United Irishmen
in their common struggle against England.
Humbert had about 1000 men under his
command and they were successful against
the British army in several encounters
including the ‘Races of Castlebar’, where
they put to flight a much larger British
army.
rriving in Ballinamuck on the eve of the battle, Humbert’s
soldiers were somewhat weary. The
British forces under Cornwallis quickly
attacked on several fronts the next day,
8th September 1798 and the combined
army of French & United Irishmen were
heavily defeated. Humbert surrendered
at this spot whilst large numbers of Irish
volunteers were killed nearby. Most of the
French were spared and repatriated back
to France.
hanamullagh Bog is pictured here, a
good example of a small raised bog, 3-4 metres in depth.
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Walk 4 : Lough Sallagh Walk 8 kilometres : 120 minutes

L

ough Sallagh Walk: a good stretch of the legs along quiet
country roads and visiting lovely Lough Sallagh. Start from
the ‘98 Bar, keep left along a level road for 30 minutes, taking
the 3rd turn on the right and signposted Lough Sallagh. Follow
this narrow road to arrive suddenly at the lake. Continue on the
scenic lake shore road. Reach a T junction, turn right and right
again after 30 minutes or so to return to the ‘98 Bar.

C

rannóg. You may note a
small reedy lake at the far
side of Lough Sallagh (from Loch
Salach or Muddy/ Silty Lake in
Irish). This is a crannóg and was
a small manmade island that
provided both a good defensive
position and ready access to a
supply of fish for food.

Derrycassin Walks
Walks & Trails

History & Heritage

D

errycassin Wood has three recommended walks although
you are free to make up your own route. Walk the routes in
either direction for variety.

N

ature Trail. The shortest walk, marked in Blue dots as the
Nature Trail Walk takes about 30 minutes. This leaves the
inner car park, crosses the stone bridge and follows a track. Take a
path down to the river and follow the rivers edge past the second
stone bridge. Keep left towards the Beech Grove where you can
view the lake and admire the variety of trees & plants in mixed
woodland. Turn left at the next junction around the esker hills
and return by outward path.

W

alled Garden Walk, marked in Red dots takes about 45
minutes. Follow the track past the map board away from
the car park. Pass the site of Derrycassin House (no buildings)
and keep along the woodland path with fir trees on your left,
spruce on the right. Turn left and downhill on a woodland path,
this soon reaches the ruins of the walled garden. The path runs
beside the high brick walls, a couple of ornate gates allow for
an investigation of the old gardens, now afforested. The path
continues pleasantly through rhododendron and woodland to
return to the site of the house and your outward journey.

M

ain Avenue Walk, marked in White dots will take about an
hour. Follow the Nature Trail Walk as above to cross the
second bridge. Now keep left at next junction to follow the track
that runs parallel to the lake shore. There are occasional views
across the lake and benches on which to rest as you wish. Near
the far end of the forest, a track leads right and uphill. Follow this
back through Spruce plantation towards the car park.

S

chools & organised walking groups (under permit) utilise the
forest education and leisure activities.

Trees

D

errycassin Wood covers an area of 179 acres and is managed
as a commercial forest by Coillte. You will see a variety of
tree species as you walk through the woods. About half the wood,
mostly the upper slopes is planted with Sitka Spruce, a fast growing conifer whose timber is used as white deal in the construction
industry. Sitka Spruce is easily identified by its somewhat sharp
needle like leaves - try shaking hands with one!
ther common conifer species include Norway Spruce, (the
‘original’ Christmas tree), Cypress, Scots Pine, Grand Fir,
Douglas Fir and European Larch. The Fir trees have denser
foliage with broader, flat needles. The branches are arranged in
horizontal rings around the trunk, each set of branches representing a years growth.
he principal deciduous species is Beech. This graceful tree is
mainly found between the upper and lower tracks, mixed in
with Ash, Birch, Oak, Poplar, Spruce and Fir. The older beech
trees survive from the old estate (see history). The wetter lake
shore and other low lying areas support Alder and Willow, these
trees tolerating changes in lake level.
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errycassin Wood was once
part of a larger estate run by
the Dopping Hempenstall family
who built Derrycassin House in
1760. Little trace of the house exists today apart from some steps,
the remains of a cellar and red
brick rubble. Some features of the
old grounds remain, notably the
larger trees: Beech, Cedar, Western Hemlock, Yew and Rhododendron. There are two restored stone
bridges across the Clooneen River
and the ruins of a boat house. It
was the practice of the time to
grow fruit and vegetables a little distance
from the house and the remains of the old
walled garden can be visited. These were
built of brick and stone to absorb the heat
of the sun by day and thus keep the ground
warmer at night, thus promoting the growth of fruit etc. Dring
post office was once the Longford Gate Lodge and was perhaps
modelled on the main house. Finally, the tracks that you walk
in the woods are broadly the same trails that served the various
fields, gardens and woodlands around the house, prior to the
forest planting of the 1960’s that now cloaks the hillside.
he remains of a rath or ringfort are located in the upper part
of the wood. This is the remains of an earlier period of settlement, when the earthen enclosure would have given protection to
a family group with huts and domestic animals. Many such raths
survive from the period 500-1500 AD although there is an ongoing decline as they are now often ploughed back into fields.
here are interesting low linear hills
beside the car park area. These are
Eskers: banks of sand and rounded
stone that are the remains of old ice
age river beds. During the ice ages
(10,000 years ago), this area was covered in a thick ice sheet, slowly moving
southwards and grinding up rock and
soil as it went. As the ice melted, the
rivers of melting water flowed towards
the sea deposited these banks of sediment in long sinuous lines.
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Flowers

Y

ou will encounter a variety of wild flowers and fungi in Derrycassin Woods. It is worthwhile to carry a field guidebook
with you to help identify what you see. Plants need light to grow,
so the best places to look are along the path edges, in clearings
and where the trees are old and tall, thus letting the light onto
the forest floor. What you find will depend on time of year (many
woodland flowers appear early in spring, before the trees come
into leaf) and habitat (dry or wet areas).

Speedwell

Herb Robert Rhododendron

Bluebell

Bluebells

Derrycassin House

Newcastle Walks
History & Heritage

W

elcome to Newcastle Wood: it’s walks,
amenities, wildlife, trees and flora. The
wood extends to 325 hectares and is owned
and managed by Coillte as a commercial
forest. The semi-mature mixed woodland
extends to both sides of the River Inny. The
forest is unique in that it has a diverse range
of tree species of different age structures that
include Oak, Ash, Beech, Pine, Norway &
Sitka Spruce with lesser quantities of Birch,
Willow, Hazel, Alder, Cherry & Holly. This
mix of species and associated canopy layers combined with the network of meandering forest roads and
pathways creates an ideal walking experience. Newcastle Wood
was once part of Newcastle Demesne, an estate of some 11,000
hectares run by the King-Harman family in the 1800’s. The
nearby Newcastle House was where the King-Harmans lived
and there are many features & placenames in the woodland that
refer back to that time.

K

ing-Harman: the Harman family appear to have been granted land in the
Carlow area in the early 1600’s. Nicholas
Harman married Frances Sheppard of
Newcastle in the mid 1700’s and the
Harman name came to this area. Their
son, Lawrence Harman married Lady
Jane King in 1776 and their descendants carried the double barreled name
King-Harman. The King-Harmans were
generally regarded as good landlords
by the local populace. They employed
many local people with all sorts of trades. The last of the KingHarmans died in 1949. King-Harman sold lands to the Forestry
Department in 1934 and over the following two years it was
planted with a mixtuer of coniferous and broadleaf trees.

J

ack’s Gate. The entrance to the larger block of forestry is know
locally as Jack’s Gate. the reason being that Jack Cleary lived
in the gate lodge across the road and was known to be very strict
on providing access to the estate. the gate was opened at 7.45
each morning and locked at 6.00 in the evening, the exception
being on Saturday when there was a special dispensation to
facilitate local shopping and rambling.

History & Heritage

T

he River Inny is a main tributary of the Shannon. It is called
after the mythological Princess Eithne who drowned and was
cremated downstream at the rapids at Tenelick. Roach and pike
can be found in some of the slower glides throughout the year
whilst trout and perch are also sought after. Other indigenous
species are eel, gudgeon, crowfish, minnow and hybrids. There
is abundant wildlife along the Inny, which can be attributed to the
fact that it is one of the cleanest rivers in Ireland. An ecological
feature of note is the floating vegetation of Ranunculas (floating
water crows foot), while there is an unusual abundance of wild
Clematis or Travellers Joy growing along the Inny spoil banks.
The Inny was dredged as part of a Drainage Scheme in 1963 to
alleviate flooding and the spoil banks date to that work.

T

he Inny below Newcastle
bridge has plentiful
rapids and canoeing
is popular. The Inny
Kayak Club was set
up in 1993.

Wildlife

S

pecies that can be seen include birds: swans, mallard, teel,
wigeon, kingfishers, skylarks and many others. Animals
include badgers, foxes, rabbits, hares, otters and mink. The Fallow Deer can frequently be seen flitting away through the trees.
The male is a buck, the female is a doe, and the young a fawn.
Fawns are born in spring and the
life span is around 12 years. The
common form has a brown coat
with white mottles that are most
pronounced in summer with a
much darker coat in the winter.
Only the bucks have antlers
which are flat in form.

Trees

W

hite Bridge. The White Bridge pictured here was an iron
footbridge and facilitated the transport of goods across the
River Inny at Newcastle House.
It was disassembled in 1963 by
the Board of Works to facilitate
drainage works although the
foundation structure is still
intact on both banks, as is the
location of an old boat house
just upstream.

Clockwise from top left:
Oak & Acorn, Norway Spruce,
Beech Leaves autumn, Elderflower & Elderberries, Ash,
Hazel Leaf & Nuts.

Walks in Newcastle Forest
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oillte in association with Newcastle Walkways Development Group have been developing and enhancing the
trails since 2001. There are 28 kilometres of walkway throughout the forest, most of which are gently undulating
forest roads & trails which allow for easy progress through the changing forest landscape. Walks are as follows:
ccess for All: 400 metres. Commencing at the Inny Bridge carpark. This specifically designed meandering
route through the forest gives you an excellent appreciation of the woodland flora and fauna while remaining
close to the carpark should you need to return at any time.
iver Inny Walk: 3 kilometres. This walk takes about 55 minutes at a leisurely pace and provides diverse ecological woodlands and landscape scenery. Whilst appreciating the abundance of shrub and plant species growing
on the spoil banks, you can enjoy the tranquillity of the Inny and view Newcastle House on the far bank.
hurch Walk: 5 kilometres. Starting at Jack’s Gate, the Church Walk gives you a full excursion within the larger
block of Newcastle Forest. Here you can get away from it all and enjoy the wilderness effect that the forest creates. Many of the
old tracks are aptly named like Lady’s Walk with plants & shrubs known to appeal to the female gender. As you pass Bog Wood,
look out for the visible remains of several very large stumps of former park land trees.
andering Walk: 2 kilometres. On entering the forest at Jack’s Gate continue on until you reach the third turning on the left
(signposted Wandering Walk) and follow the path which will lead to you back to Jack’s Gate. Of interest on the way you will
pass by the Old Courtyard now in private ownership.
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Ballinamuck: Travelling from Longford, take the R198 to Arvagh from the Longford Bypass. Pass
through Drumlish and after c. 5 kilometres, turn left for Ballinamuck.

Derrycassin Woods: From Longford take the R194 (signposted Granard) to Ballinalee. Take the
first left after the village of Ballinalee (signposted Mullinalaghta) and travel for c. 9 kilometres. You will
pass Lough Gowna on your left. Take the next left turn (signposted Derrycassin Wood Walks. Pass the
football pitch on your left you will see the entrance to Derrycassin Woods.

Newcastle Woods: from Longford take the R397 to Main Street, Ballymahon and turn left. Between

the River Inny and an old church, there is a narrow side road. Follow this carefully for c. 2 kilometres
to a T junction beside Newcastle Bridge. On the far side of the road you will find a small car park and
picnic area.

C

oillte has an open forest walking policy and welcomes
you to Newcastle and Derrycassin Woods. Schools
and organised walking groups (under permit) also utilise
the forest for education & leisure activities. There may be
occasions when walks are temporarily closed due to forest
operations. Please respect signs and for your own safety,
do not climb on timber stacks. Thank you.
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